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Abstract 17 

Since complement activation in the subacute or chronic phase after stroke was recently shown 18 

to stimulate neural plasticity, we investigated how complement activation and complement 19 

inhibition in the acute phase after murine stroke interacts with subsequent rehabilitation therapy 20 

to modulate neuroinflammation and neural remodeling. We additionally investigated how 21 

complement and complement inhibition interacts with tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), the 22 

other standard of care therapy for stroke, and an FDA preclinical requirement for translation of 23 

an experimental stroke therapy. CR2fH, an injury site-targeted inhibitor of the alternative 24 

complement pathway, significantly reduced infarct volume, hemorrhagic transformation and 25 

mortality, and significantly improved long-term motor and cognitive performance when 26 

administered 1.5 or 24 hours after middle cerebral artery occlusion. CR2fH interrupted a post-27 

stroke inflammatory process, and significantly reduced inflammatory cytokine release, microglial 28 

activation and astrocytosis. Rehabilitation alone showed mild anti-inflammatory effects, 29 

including reduced complement activation, but only improved cognitive recovery. CR2fH 30 

combined with rehabilitation significantly potentiated cognitive and motor recovery compared to 31 

either intervention alone, and was associated with higher growth factor release and enhanced 32 

rehabilitation-induced neuroblast migration and axonal remodeling. Similar outcomes were seen 33 

in adult, aged and female mice. Using a microembolic model, CR2fH administered in 34 

combination with acute tPA therapy improved overall survival and enhanced the neuroprotective 35 

effects of t-PA, extending the treatment window for tPA therapy. A human counterpart of CR2fH 36 

has been shown to be safe and nonimmunogenic in humans, and we demonstrated robust 37 

deposition of C3d, the CR2fH targeting epitope, in ischemic human brains after stroke. 38 

 39 

Keywords: Neuroinflammation, ischemic stroke, complement system, rehabilitation, 40 

thrombolytic therapy. 41 

 42 
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Significance statement 43 

Complement inhibition is a potential therapeutic approach for stroke, but it is not known how 44 

complement inhibition would interact with current standards of care. We show that following 45 

murine ischemic stroke, rehabilitation alone induced mild anti-inflammatory effects and 46 

improved cognitive, but not motor recovery. However, brain-targeted and specific inhibition of 47 

the alternative complement pathway when combined with rehabilitation significantly potentiated 48 

cognitive and motor recovery compared to either intervention alone, via mechanisms involving 49 

neuroregeneration and enhanced brain remodeling. Further, inhibiting the alternative pathway of 50 

complement significantly enhanced the neuroprotective effects of thrombolytic therapy and 51 

markedly expanded the therapeutic window for thrombolytic therapy. 52 

  53 
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Introduction  54 

Stroke induces a time-sensitive window of heightened neural plasticity in which the brain’s 55 

ability to form new neurons or reorganize existing neural connections is increased (Murphy and 56 

Corbett, 2009). Neurorehabilitation treatments delivered during this window result in enhanced 57 

recovery and greater neural plasticity, compared to no rehabilitation or rehabilitation delivered 58 

outside of this period (Jones and Adkins, 2015; Carmichael et al., 2017). Thus, a treatment that 59 

can both limit early neurodegenerative events and enhance the pro-regenerative environment 60 

after stroke may limit tissue loss, reduce overall deficits, and enhance the efficacy of 61 

rehabilitation-induced recovery and neural repair.  62 

Post-stroke inflammation is implicated in promoting secondary injury leading to 63 

increased damage and inhibited recovery (Alawieh et al., 2015a). The complement system is 64 

one component of inflammation implicated in early neurodegenerative events after stroke 65 

(Alawieh et al., 2015b), and its ability to activate multiple inflammatory pathways has made 66 

complement an attractive therapeutic target in neurodegenerative and neuroinflammatory 67 

diseases (Brennan et al., 2016). Inhibition of complement after stroke has been shown to 68 

reduce infarct volume, functional deficits, thrombosis, endothelial activation, and leukocyte 69 

migration in the acute phase (Alawieh et al., 2015a). However, complement activation products 70 

are also involved in post-stroke recovery and regeneration (Alawieh et al., 2015a; Moran et al., 71 

2017; Stokowska et al., 2017), and total blockade of complement activation in mice by 72 

deficiency or inhibition is not protective past the acute phase (Alawieh et al., 2015b). In this 73 

context, we previously demonstrated that CR2fH, an inhibitor specific for the alternative 74 

complement pathway (ACP), provided both acute and subacute (7 days) protection, whereas an 75 

inhibitor of all complement pathways (CR2Crry) did not provide neuroprotection past the acute 76 

phase (Alawieh et al., 2015b). These complement inhibitors are fusion proteins constructed by 77 

fusing a complement inhibitor (fH or Crry) to a fragment of complement receptor 2 (CR2) that 78 

targets the complement inhibitor to sites of C3d deposition, a complement activation product 79 
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covalently bound at sites of complement activation. This targeting approach improves 80 

bioavailability and significantly improves the efficacy of complement inhibition, without the 81 

immunosuppressive effects of systemic complement inhibition (Atkinson et al., 2005). 82 

We investigated the interaction between complement, complement inhibition and 83 

rehabilitation-induced neuroplasticity and neuroregeneration, and how these interactions impact 84 

post-stroke outcomes. Further, since the Stroke Treatment Academic Industry Roundtable 85 

(STAIR) recommendations and FDA requirements state that any new investigational agent for 86 

stroke be tested in combination with tPA, the only approved pharmacologic standard of care for 87 

stroke, we additionally investigated complement inhibition in the context of t-PA therapy. 88 

 89 

Materials and Methods 90 

 91 

Stroke models 92 

Transient middle cerebral artery occlusion: Adult C57BL/6 (males and females) were obtained 93 

from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) and allowed one week of acclimation prior to 94 

use. fB-/- mice on C57BL/6 background were bred on-site. Adult animals were 12 week old, and 95 

aged animals were 14 months old at the time of stroke surgeries. Following anesthesia using 96 

ketamine (ip, 80-100 mg/kg) and xylazine (ip, 10mg/kg), transient middle cerebral artery 97 

occlusion (MCAO) was induced using a blunted 5-0 nylon suture inserted through the internal 98 

carotid artery to the origin of the MCA as described (Alawieh et al., 2015b). The suture was 99 

withdrawn after 60 min, allowing for reperfusion. Laser Doppler flow monitoring (moorVMS-100 

LDF1 device, Moor Instruments) was used to assess uniform induction of ischemia across 101 

animals. Animals with less than 80% reduction in ipsilateral cerebral blood flow compared to 102 

pre-surgical baseline were excluded from study. There were no significant difference in weight, 103 

heart rate, respiratory rate, and extent of reduction of blood flow between all treatment groups 104 

(P >0.05). Following surgery and during recovery from anesthesia, temperature was maintained 105 
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around 37ºC as assessed by rectal probe, and animals were housed in a temperature and 106 

humidity-controlled chamber until recovery from anesthesia and return to regular housing. No 107 

significant difference of intra-procedural and peri-procedural temperature was noted between 108 

the different groups.  CR2fH (16mg/kg) was administered intravenously via tail vein injections at 109 

designated time points after ischemia. All animal studies were approved by the Institutional 110 

Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the Medical University of South Carolina. Animals 111 

are allowed free access to water and chow food during the entire experiment. DietGel Recovery 112 

food (ClearH2O) was provided to the animals during the first two days of post-stroke recovery. 113 

Throughout the study, a total of 118 animals received vehicle treatment (14 cohorts) and 89 114 

animals received CR2fH 90 min after ischemia (14 cohorts). 115 

 Microembolic stroke model and t-PA administration. Microembolic stroke was performed 116 

as previously described (Alawieh et al., 2016). In brief, the overall surgical procedure is 117 

performed similar to the MCAO procedure, but instead of insertion of the 6-0 nylon filament, 118 

freshly prepared emboli at concentrations of 1x108 emboli/mL (0.1 mL total bolus) at size range 119 

of 1.9-7.7 μm in diameter were injected through a polyethylene catheter with inner diameter of 120 

0.02 mm (BrainTree Scientific Inc, MA) placed at the origin of the MCA. Following emboli 121 

administration, tissue-plasminogen activator Cathflo® Activase® (Alteplase, Genentech, CA) 122 

was injected as an intravenous bolus (8mg/kg) via tail vein followed by CR2fH at 2h after emboli 123 

administration. 124 

 125 

Recombinant proteins 126 

The recombinant complement inhibitor CR2fH used in this study was constructed, expressed 127 

and purified, and was subjected to quality control for complement inhibitory activity using 128 

chicken red blood cell lysis assay and zymosan assay as described (Huang et al., 2008; 129 

Alawieh et al., 2015b) . 130 

 131 
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Brain hemoglobin content  132 

Hemoglobin content in the brain was measured using Drabkin's reagent (D5941; Sigma Aldrich, 133 

MO) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Following intra-cardiac perfusion using 134 

ice cold PBS, the entire ipsilateral hemisphere was homogenized in NP-40 lysis buffer 135 

(Invitrogen, MD) and then centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 30 min. The supernatant was incubated 136 

with Drabkin’s reagent for 15 minutes at room temperature, and absorbance was read at 540 137 

nm. Cyanmethemoglobin was used at standard concentrations to construct a calibration curve. 138 

 139 

C3a and C5a measurement 140 

C3a and C5a levels were measured by ELISA on brain homogenates prepared from the 141 

ipsilateral hemisphere after MCAO using mouse C3a and C5a ELISA kits (Kamiya Biomedical, 142 

WA) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Brain tissue was homogenized using 143 

NP-40 lysis buffer (Invitrogen, MD) supplemented with PMSF (Sigma-Aldrich, MO), protease 144 

inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, MO), and Nafamostat mesylate (FUT-175, Sigma-Aldrich).  145 

 146 

Rehabilitation paradigm 147 

As a preclinical model of post-stroke rehabilitation, we used a combined setup of motor 148 

and cognitive rehabilitation starting 48 h after ischemia. Animals in the rehabilitation 149 

group were housed in larger cages with toys, ladders, running wheels, and pipes that 150 

allow motor and cognitive engagement of the animals. These items were rearranged 151 

and changed twice per week. Pieces of Vermicelli pasta (2.4 cm in length) were added 152 

to the rehabiltation cages daily to stimulate forearm handling. Animals in non-153 

rehabiltation groups were housed in regular cages without additional enrichment and 154 

received short pieces of pasta daily (0.4 cm in length). At different time points after 155 
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starting rehabilitation therapy, animals in the rehabilitation groups were recorded for 15 156 

min sessions to assess toy interactions.  157 

 158 

T2-weighted and diffusion MRI 159 

MRI scans were acquired on days 4 and 14 after stroke using a 7T/30 Bruker BioSpec 160 

animal scanner (Billerica, MA). T2-weighted images were used to quantify lesion size by 161 

measuring the volume of T2-hyperintensity from 15 two-mm thick sections. Diffusion 162 

imaging was performed using a 2 shot spin-echo echo planar diffusion sequence with 163 

30 diffusion-encoding directions and 3 b values: 0, 1000 and 2000 s/mm2. Other 164 

imaging parameters included repetition time: 3750 ms, echo time: 3750/32.5 ms, field of 165 

view: 30 mm×30 mm, matrix: 128×128, and number of excitations: 2. A total of 15 axial 166 

slices with no gap were collected at a thickness of 2 mm. Diffusion and diffusional 167 

kurtosis tensors were calculated using diffusional kurtosis estimator (Tabesh et al., 168 

2011). Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn over three locations in the ipsilateral 169 

(stroke) hemisphere: basal ganglia, ipsilesional cortex, and ipsilesional hippocampus. 170 

Symmetric ROIs were drawn in the contralesional hemisphere, and the ratio of 171 

ipsilateral-to-contralateral MD and MK were computed at each ROI (basal ganglia, 172 

cortex, and hippocampus). MD and MK reflect the apparent diffusion and kurtosis 173 

coefficients averaged over all directions. 174 

 175 

Infarct volume and lesion size assessment 176 

Lesion size, including scarring, was estimated using Nissl staining of serial brain 177 

sections. Brains were harvested at 1 and 15 days after stroke following cardiac 178 

perfusion with ice-cold PBS and 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Brains were then cryo-179 
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protected using 30% sucrose in PFA and then cut into 40 μm thick coronal sections. 180 

Serial sections 200 μm apart were mounted and stained using cresyl violet as 181 

previously described (Tureyen et al., 2004). Slides were then imaged using Olympus 182 

BX61 light microscope with Visiopharm image acquisition and analysis software 183 

(Visiopharm, Denmark). To quantify and anatomically locate lesions, Nissl stained 184 

images were aligned to Paxinos’ brain atlas, and lesion location (infarct and astrogliosis) 185 

was mapped to the atlas sections. Images from multiple animals of the same group 186 

were superimposed to generate heat maps using MATLAB 2015 (Mathworks Inc.) to 187 

show the frequency of involvement of different brain regions in injury. Following lesion 188 

mapping, 3D-reconstruction of lesions, and brains, was conducted on Amira 6.2 (FEI©, 189 

OR), and volume was computed in mm3. 190 

 191 

Neurological deficit scoring and assessment of motor recovery 192 

To assess functional recovery, animals were scored daily by two blinded observers 193 

using the neurological deficit score previously described (Elvington et al., 2012). 194 

Animals received a score of “0” for normal motor function; “1” for torso and contralateral 195 

forelimb flexion when lifted by tail; “2” for contralateral circling when held by tail on flat 196 

surface; “3” for contralateral leaning when at rest; and “4” for no spontaneous motor 197 

activity. Forelimb asymmetry was measured using corner test as described (Zhang et 198 

al., 2002). Laterality was measured at baseline and after surgery. Normalized laterality 199 

index was calculated as [(laterality at time t) + 2] / [(baseline laterality)+2)]. Open field 200 

locomotor testing was performed as described (Elvington et al., 2012). Animals were 201 

videotaped and videos were analyzed using Autotyping toolbox (Univ. Pennsylvania). 202 

Total distance moved and the duration of movement were computed to assess 203 
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ambulation, and time spent at the center versus periphery was used to assess 204 

differences in anxiety levels. Pasta handling task was performed by training all mice to 205 

handle 2.4 cm long pieces of Vermicelli in a transparent chamber, and were video-206 

recorded as described (Tennant et al., 2010). Videos were quantified for the time to eat 207 

each piece, the percentage of total handling time spent with the piece of pasta held only 208 

by the contralateral hand (unilateral handling), and the total number of adjustments per 209 

piece.   210 

 211 

Assessment of cognitive recovery 212 

To assess the impact of the different interventions on spatial learning and memory 213 

retention, both passive avoidance and Barnes maze tasks were used. Avoidance 214 

learning was assessed using an automated passive avoidance apparatus (Coulbourn 215 

Instruments) with automated sensing and shock systems (GraphicState® 4, Coulbourn 216 

Instruments). Animals were trained to associate a shock with the dark chamber of a 217 

double-chamber box, and were tested at baseline and after stroke for retention of 218 

avoidance memory using the time to enter the dark chamber as described (Alawieh et 219 

al., 2015b). Barnes maze was used to assess spatial learning after stroke using a 220 

previously described protocol (Patil et al., 2009). Animals were trained for 2 trials a day 221 

for 5 days starting day 8 after stoke while being video-recorded. Videos were then 222 

automatically analyzed using Autotyping toolbox (Univ. Pennsylvania) to compute the 223 

total path length and the number of error pokes before animals reach the escape box.  224 

 225 

Principal component analysis (PCA) 226 
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To globally assess the effect of different interventions on motor and cognitive recovery 227 

after stroke, performance on the different motor and cognitive tasks acutely (day 1), 228 

sub-acutely (day 7), and long-term (day 15) were used as inputs to compute the 229 

principal components that can explain the variance in the data and classify the groups. 230 

The two or three main principal components (PCs) that explain more than 90% of the 231 

variance across all measures were used to plot individual data points for each animal, 232 

including both stroke and sham animals. Similar PCA analyses were performed on all 233 

motor and cognitive measures and then on motor and cognitive measures individually. 234 

To aid in visualization, a vector originating from the center of the sham group cluster 235 

pointing to the center of the vehicle group cluster reflects the direction of increased 236 

deficits/impairment.  237 

 238 

Immunohistochemical staining 239 

Immunohistochemical (IHC) staining was performed on 40 μm sections prepared as 240 

described above. Free-floating sections were incubated with 3% H2O2 followed by 0.1% 241 

Triton-X in PBS, blocked in 5% horse serum, and incubated with primary antibodies 242 

overnight. Sections were then washed, incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary 243 

antibodies, and developed using DAB (ImmPress DAB, Vector Labs). Sections were 244 

mounted on slides, counterstained with hematoxylin, and imaged using an Olympus 245 

BX61 light microscope with Visiopharm image acquisition and analysis software 246 

(Visiopharm, Denmark). Antibodies used in IHC studies were anti-Dcx (abcam), anti-247 

GAP43 (abcam), anti-MAP2 (abcam), and anti-PSD95 (abcam) with HRP-anti-rabbit 248 

secondary (Vector Labs).  249 
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 250 

Immunofluorescence staining and imaging 251 

A similar approach was used to stain 40 μm sections as outlined above. Primary 252 

antibodies used for these experiments were against murine antigens and include anti-253 

C3d (Goat Ab, R&D), anti-Iba1 (Goat Ab, abcam), anti-Mac2 (Goat Ab, R&D), anti-254 

GFAP (Rat Ab, abcam), and anti-GAP43 (Rabbit Ab, abcam). Directly conjugated 255 

antibodies used were: anti-human C3/C3d-FITC (MP Biomedicals) and anti-IgM-FITC 256 

(Millipore). Secondary antibodies used were: Donkey anti-Goat-Alexa fluor 488nm and 257 

555nm, Donkey anti-rabbit-Alexa fluor 488nm, 555nm and 647nm, Donkey anti-rat 258 

Alexa fluor 488nm and 555nm. DAPI (Vector Labs) was used as nuclear stain. 259 

Neurotrace (647nm, Molecular Probes) was used to label neurons. Slides were 260 

mounted with Vectashield mounting media (+/- DAPI) prior to microscopy. 261 

Epifluorescence microscopy was used to image full brain sections using an Olympus 262 

BX61 light microscope (Olympus, PA) with Visiopharm image acquisition and analysis 263 

software (Visiopharm, Denmark). Counts of number of cells per field were obtained from 264 

randomly assigned fields from the perilesional tissue using a motorized stage 265 

apparatus, with analysis using ImageJ. Intensity based analysis was automatically 266 

computed by using MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc.) by normalizing the intensity of signal to 267 

the area of tissue displayed per random field. Super-resolution imaging was performed 268 

using a Zeiss LSM 880 confocal microscope (Zeiss, Germany), and Airy Scan was used 269 

for high-resolution fields. Fields were imaged using 40x water objective. High-resolution 270 

microglial fields were imaged at the 63x oil objective. 3D-rendering was performed using 271 
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ZEN-blue and ZEN-black software (Zeiss), and image analysis was performed using 272 

both ZEN (Zeiss) and ImageJ (NIH).  273 

 274 

Nanostring gene expression analysis 275 

High-throughput gene expression analysis of immunology related genes was performed 276 

using the Nanostring Mouse Immunology Codeset (Nanostring Technologies, WA) that 277 

includes 561 immunology-related genes. Ipsilateral hemispheres were extracted from 278 

animals perfused 5 days after MCAO and treated with vehicle, rehabilitation, CR2fH or 279 

combination therapy. RNA was extracted using RNeasy Lipid Tissue kit (Qiagen, 280 

Germany). Analysis was performed using the Nanostring nCounter Analysis System 281 

(Nanostring Technologies). Each reaction contained 250 ng of total RNA in a 5-μL 282 

aliquot, plus reporter and capture probes, and six pairs of positive control and eight 283 

pairs of negative control probes. Analysis and normalization of the raw Nanostring data 284 

was conducted using nSolver Analysis Software v1.1 (Nanostring Technologies). Raw 285 

counts were normalized to levels of reference gene as previously described. Genes 286 

were considered differentially regulated for p<0.01 on Student’s t-test performed on 287 

replicate data (n=5) as previously described (Geiss et al., 2008). Clustergrams and 288 

principle component analysis (PCA) were performed in MATLAB 2013 (Mathworks, 289 

Inc.), and analysis of gene ontology (GO) biological processes was performed using 290 

PANTHER (Mi et al., 2016). 291 

 292 

Western blot 293 
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Following cardiac perfusion with ice-cold PBS, ipsilateral hemispheres were extracted 294 

and homogenized in NP-40 lysis buffer (Invitrogen, MD) containing 1 mM PMSF 295 

(Sigma-Aldrich, MO), 92.6 μm FUT175 (Sigma-Aldrich, MO) and 5 μL of protease 296 

inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, MO). Protein concentrations were determined using 297 

BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Scientific). Antibodies against mouse TNF-alpha 298 

(Abcam), GAPDH (abcam), BDNF (abcam), and beta-actin (Santa-cruz) were used to 299 

assess proteins levels by western blotting of 25 μg total protein, with SDS-PAGE run 300 

under reducing conditions, and detected with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies 301 

(Vector Laboratories). Signal densities were calculated relative to β-actin or GAPDH 302 

using . 303 

 304 

Human brain staining 305 

Immunostaining for IgM and C3d deposition in the ischemic brain was performed on 306 

fresh-frozen sections of post-mortem human brain. Human post-mortem brain tissue 307 

was obtained from the Carroll A. Campbell, Jr. Neuropathology Laboratory at the 308 

Medical University of South Carolina from three patients who died from acute stroke 309 

(24-72 h). Frozen sections were cut at 6μm thickness and stained using anti-IgM and 310 

anti-C3d. Intensity of binding was quantified automatically as described above. All 311 

procedures involving human brain tissue were approved by the institutional review 312 

board (IRB) at the Medical University of South Carolina through an exempt application.  313 

 314 

 315 

Experimental Design and statistical analysis 316 
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The overall experimental design of the studies include pre-training animals on behavioral tasks 317 

followed by MCAO surgeries and random allocation to different treatment groups, and finally 318 

sacrifice at pre-defined endpoints for each experiment. Animals are randomly assigned to the 319 

different treatment groups (vehicle, vehicle and rehab, CR2fH, CR2fH and rehab) prior to the 320 

acclimation on behavior tasks before the surgeries. Lab personnel involved in surgeries, 321 

administration of treatment, testing and scoring animals were blinded to the group allocations for 322 

the duration of the study. To ensure testing is performed in a blinded setting, animals assigned 323 

to rehab cages are placed in regular cages prior to testing by lab personnel. Reasons for animal 324 

exclusion from studies include: mortality during surgery, prior to surgery or prior to 325 

administration of treatment (~7% of animals), or failure to successful accomplish training on 326 

behavioral testing prior to surgery (2% of all animals). Animals dying within 2 days of stroke in 327 

studies involving rehabilitation were excluded in order to limit the impact of early mortality on 328 

these data, and since randomization to rehabilitation occurs at 48 h after MCAO. Endpoints 329 

were pre-defined for each experiment by a time after reperfusion of 24 h (acute studies), 5 days 330 

(Nanostring analysis), and 15 days (long-term studies). Humane endpoints were determined by 331 

institutional guidelines in accordance with IACUC recommendations. For long-term studies, 332 

analysis was performed with a last-observation carried forward paradigm in the event of 333 

mortality beyond 2 days of reperfusion. Neurological deficit scoring and analysis of pasta 334 

handling task were independently performed by two blinded observers. Behavioral assessments 335 

(open field, passive avoidance and Barnes maze) were analyzed using automated devices and 336 

video-analysis tools. Individual animals (not fields in histological studies) were considered a unit 337 

for statistical analyses. Sample size determination was performed using G*Power 3.1 (Heinrich-338 

Heine-Universität Düsseldorf, Germany). Effect size for different behavioral analyses was 339 

determined based on prior studies with CR2fH, and calculations were made based on the 340 

following criteria: power of 80%, and a significance level <0.05 (corrected for multiple 341 

comparisons wherever appropriate). For histological analyses, an anticipated 1.5-2 times higher 342 
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neuronal density is expected in treated animals compared to vehicle, and thus a group size of 6 343 

is required to achieve an 84% power with a significance level < 0.05 corrected for multiple 344 

comparisons. 345 

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad, CA). Parametric 346 

testing was used unless otherwise specified. Group analyses were performed using one-way 347 

ANOVA (or two-way ANOVA for multiple time-points) followed by multiple comparison analyses 348 

using Bonferroni’s test, or using repeated measures ANOVA for matched data. P-values below 349 

0.05 were considered significant. Student’s t-test (two-tailed) was used to compare two groups. 350 

Pearson correlation coefficients were used to compute correlations. Proportion statistics was 351 

compared used Chi-squared test. Brown-Forsythe test was used to assess for homogeneity of 352 

variance when parametric testing was used. PCA analysis was performed as described above 353 

using MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc.). 354 

 355 

 356 

Results 357 

 358 

Inhibition of the alternative complement pathway limits acute infarct volume and 359 

hemorrhagic transformation  360 

Hemorrhagic transformation is a fatal complication of ischemic stroke. Complement 361 

anaphylatoxins (C3a and C5a) are involved in endothelial activation and blood brain barrier 362 

(BBB) integrity after ischemia, thus we investigated whether inhibiting the ACP, which we have 363 

shown improves acute survival after stroke (Alawieh et al., 2015b), reduced hemorrhagic 364 

transformation. Mortality rate at 24 h after ischemia was significantly higher in vehicle groups 365 

compared to CR2fH treated groups (27.1% compared to 10.1%, P<0.01). Of 32 vehicle treated 366 

animals that died within 24 h after MCAO, 56% of deaths were associated with intracerebral 367 

hemorrhage compared to 11% of deaths in CR2fH treated animals (proportion comparison, 368 
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p<0.01, Figure 1a). We confirmed that reduced hemorrhage is due to inhibition of the ACP by 369 

demonstrating that hemoglobin content in the ipsilateral hemisphere was significantly and 370 

similarly reduced by CR2fH treatment or factor B deficiency (fB is an ACP protein) (Figure 371 

1b,c). Levels of the complement activation products, C3a and C5a, were significantly elevated 372 

in controls at 12 h after stroke, and were significantly reduced by CR2fH treatment or fB 373 

deficiency (Figure 1d,e).  There was a significant positive correlation between C3a and C5a 374 

levels and hemoglobin content in the brain (Figure 1f). We also confirmed our previous finding 375 

that inhibition or deficiency of the ACP significantly reduced infarct volume acutely after MCAO 376 

(Figure 1g). Since hemorrhagic transformation is most likely to occur within the first 24-48 h 377 

after MCAO and is an uncommon event (< 20% of total animals), animals dying within 2 days of 378 

MCAO were excluded from studies. There was no significant difference in survival between 379 

CR2fH or vehicle beyond 2 days of reperfusion (Figure 1h). 380 

 381 

Inhibition of the ACP but not rehabilitation therapy reduces lesion size after stroke 382 

To assess the individual and combined effect of ACP inhibition and rehabilitation on evolution of 383 

infarct after stroke, mice were treated with CR2fH 90 min after MCAO, and after 48 h were 384 

randomized to regular or rehabilitation cages (enriched environment, see methods). T2-385 

weighted MRI, diffusion weighted imaging (DTI), and diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) were used 386 

to track lesion and ipsilesional changes at days 4 and 14 after MCAO. Treatment with CR2fH 387 

alone or in combination with rehabilitation significantly reduced lesion volume, measured by T2-388 

hyperitensity, at days 4 and 14 after injury (Figure 2a,b). Vehicle controls showed large infarcts 389 

that involve the basal ganglia, hippocampus, and ipsilateral cortex, whereas animals treated 390 

with CR2fH had minimal expansion of injury from the basal ganglia, the site of initial injury. MRI 391 

findings were further validated by Nissl staining of serial sections of the brain. We demonstrate 392 

that CR2fH or with CR2fH combined with rehabilitation reduced tissue loss, cellular infiltrate and 393 

gliosis, compared to vehicle and rehabilitation alone (Figure 2c,d). Mapping of Nissl images to 394 
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Paxinos’ brain atlas further revealed that inhibition of CR2fH, with or without rehabilitation 395 

therapy, significantly reduced hippocampal, cortical and striatal damage and damage and gliosis 396 

of white matter descending fibers (Figure 2c,d). The anatomical pattern of injury in vehicle 397 

controls supports the occurrence of secondary expansion, given the involvement of posterior 398 

structures (hippocampus) innervated by the posterior, rather than middle cerebral artery in 399 

rodents (Xiong et al., 2017). We used MRI to further investigate secondary damage between 400 

post-stroke day 4 and 14.  401 

 DTI and DKI provide insight into microstructural changes in white and grey matter during 402 

inflammation and structural brain changes after ischemia (Hui et al., 2012; Umesh Rudrapatna 403 

et al., 2014). DTI and DKI series were acquired at 4 and 14 days after injury to assess the 404 

evolution of degenerative changes in the lesion core and peri-infract tissue. Regions of interest 405 

(ROI) were selected from the ischemic core (basal ganglia area) and ipsilesional hippocampal 406 

and cortical areas, and their symmetrical locations in the non-infarcted hemisphere by a person 407 

blinded to condition. At each time point, MD and MK are reported as ratios of ipsilateral to 408 

contralateral ROIs. In vehicle treated animals, stroke resulted in decreased ipsilateral MD 409 

(ipsi/contra ratio <1, Figure 2e,f) and increased ipsilateral MK (ipsi/contra ratio <1, Figure 2e,f) 410 

in both the basal ganglia (injury core) and the hippocampus (perilesion) at day 4 after injury 411 

compared to contralateral ROI (Figure 2e,f, P<0.05 for ratios compared to 1 in vehicle group) 412 

which is similar to previous findings (Weber et al., 2015). In contrast to vehicle, CR2fH treatment 413 

alone or in combination with rehabilitation resulted in a normalization of MD and MK ratios at 414 

day 4 after MCAO (Figure 2f). Rehabilitation alone non-significantly altered MD and MK ratios 415 

compared to vehicle controls. There were no differences in MD or MK ratios in per-infarct cortex 416 

in any group 4 days after MCAO. No differences were seen in MD or MK ratios at 14 days after 417 

injury across groups the 4 groups, similar to previous reports. These data indicate that inhibition 418 

of the ACP promotes normalization of DTI and DKI metrics in the injury core and ipsilesional 419 

area compared to vehicle treatment, suggesting a reduction in microstructural dysfunction. 420 
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Stroke related decreases in MD and increases in MK have been associated with increases in 421 

gliosis, inflammation, and demyelination (Zhuo et al., 2012; Falangola et al., 2014; Weber et al., 422 

2015). Thus, these data suggest CR2fH results in a faster resolution of inflammatory changes in 423 

the brain during the first 4 days after MCAO. The rehabilitation paradigm used in this study did 424 

not, alone, significantly influence this process. 425 

 426 

Synergistic improvement of motor and cognitive outcomes with combination therapy 427 

We used a battery of motor and cognitive tasks to assess long-term function after MCAO in 428 

animals treated with CR2fH and/or rehabilitation therapy (Figure 3a). Animals receiving 429 

rehabilitation alone had no significant reduction in neurological deficit, a measure of overall 430 

functional recovery, compared to vehicle controls (Figure 3b). However, animals treated with 431 

CR2fH had significant reductions in deficit starting 2 days after MCAO and persisting throughout 432 

15 days of recovery. Significant reductions in neurological deficit were seen whether animals 433 

were treated with CR2fH at 90 min, 6 h or 24 h after MCAO (Figure 3b-e). When combined with 434 

rehabilitation, CR2fH treatment resulted in a significantly earlier recovery from deficits and a 435 

more robust reduction in deficits on all tasks as compared to CR2fH treatment alone. 436 

Comparing deficit scores between days 2 and 15 after MCAO, combination therapy, but not 437 

CR2fH or rehabilitation alone, resulted in a significant amelioration of deficits between the two 438 

time-points (Figure 3f). These data indicate that the major neuroprotective effects of CR2fH are 439 

elicited acutely, whereas rehabilitation provides an additional effect during recovery only when 440 

combined with CR2fH. The exception was animals treated with CR2fH at 24 h after MCAO; 441 

these animals displayed a significant improvement between days 2 and 15 in the absence of 442 

rehabilitation, likely due to the acute effects of CR2fH treatment (Figure 3f). One potential 443 

explanation for why combination therapy results in a significantly better recovery is that CR2fH 444 

improves early motor capacity allowing animals to better engage with a rehabilitation 445 

environment. Indeed, animals treated with CR2fH spent significantly more time interacting with 446 
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toys and running and explored more toys per session at day 3 after MCAO compared to vehicle 447 

controls (Figure 3g). To further characterize motor recovery using more sensitive tasks, we 448 

used corner task as a measure of forelimb asymmetry, open field activity to assess ambulation, 449 

and pasta handling as a measure of skilled forearm movement (Figure 3h-m). As expected, 450 

performance at early time points (2-3 days post-MCAO) was significantly improved in CR2fH 451 

treated animals, with or without rehabilitation, compared to vehicle controls. However, in 452 

contrast to the lack of rehabilitation alone effects on lesion size (Figure 2), rehabilitation 453 

resulted in a significant improvement in motor performance starting on day 5 in the open field 454 

task and day 7 on corner and pasta handling tasks.  CR2fH alone resulted in significant 455 

improvements throughout the 15 days of testing compared to vehicle controls, and despite 456 

having a more overall significant effect compared to rehabilitation only, there was no statistically 457 

significant improvement in CR2fH treated animals compared to rehabilitation alone groups on 458 

the corner and pasta handling tasks (Figure 3h-m). However, combination of CR2fH and 459 

rehabilitation significantly improved performance on all tasks compared to both vehicle and 460 

rehabilitation alone (Figure 3h-m).   461 

We also assessed recovery of cognitive capacity in which secondary injury contributes to 462 

hippocampal damage. We used the Barnes maze to assess spatial learning and retention of 463 

learned memory during the second week after MCAO. Compared to individual treatments and 464 

vehicle control, animals receiving combined therapy had significantly faster learning curves and 465 

better retention, as measured by the total path prior to reaching the escape hole and the 466 

number of error pokes (Figure 4a-c). Rehabilitation alone and CR2fH alone treated mice 467 

showed a significant improvement compared to vehicle, and CR2fH alone provided a significant 468 

improvement compared to rehabilitation alone. A similar outcome pattern was also observed on 469 

the passive avoidance task, which assesses the ability of animals to retain avoidance memory 470 

learned prior to MCAO (Figure 4d). A summary of motor and cognitive outcome measures is 471 

provided in Table 1. To provide a quantitative assessment of the overall recovery process, 472 
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acute, sub-acute and long-term performance on motor and cognitive tasks for individual animals 473 

were used to perform a principal component analysis (PCA) of variance (Figure 4e). We 474 

identified 3 principal components (PCs) that explained 99.2% of the variance and showed that 475 

combined therapy with CR2fH and rehabilitation resulted in the greatest reduction in 476 

impairments, bringing animals close to sham levels of performance (Figure 4e).  We also 477 

performed PCA analysis on motor and cognitive tasks separately, and demonstrated that the 478 

impact of rehabilitation therapy was more pronounced on cognitive performance (Figure 4f, 479 

right) compared to motor recovery (Figure 4f, left), whereas CR2fH had comparable effects on 480 

both aspects of recovery (Figure 4f).  481 

To follow preclinical recommendations to investigate experimental neuroprotective 482 

approaches in aged mice, we investigated the interplay between rehabilitation and complement 483 

inhibition in 14 month old mice (Figure 5a,b). Animals were followed only through 10 days of 484 

recovery, since vehicle treated aged animals did not survive beyond day 10, although CR2fH 485 

treatment significantly improved the 10-day survival of aged animals (Figure 5b). Similar to 486 

adult mice, CR2fH and combination therapy, but not rehabilitation alone, significantly improved 487 

functional recovery in aged animals (Figure 5a,b). While there was a trend indicating that 488 

combined therapy improved outcome compared to CR2fH alone, the difference did not reach 489 

statistical significance. This may be due to the lower capacity of aged mice to engage in 490 

rehabilitation strategies, as well as lower neuronal capacity for regeneration and re-organization 491 

in aged mice (Tennant et al., 2015). We additionally demonstrated that CR2fH is protective in 492 

female mice, with significant improvements in long-term deficits and a reduction in long-term 493 

mortality (Figure 5c,d).  494 

 495 

Chronic neuroinflammation after stroke is mildly reduced by rehabilitation, but robustly 496 

inhibited by CR2fH 497 
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We next investigated the effect of rehabilitation on complement activation, and whether the 498 

effect of CR2fH treatment on improving rehabilitation-dependent outcomes is, at least in part, 499 

due to a rapid resolution of inflammation that allows for more effective rehabilitation-induced 500 

regenerative mechanisms. We demonstrated persistent deposition of both IgM and C3d in the 501 

infarcted hemisphere surrounding the astrogliotic lesion, as well as along the endothelium of 502 

perilesional vessels, 15 days after MCAO (Figure 6a-d). In CR2fH treated animals, there was a 503 

significant reduction and near absence of IgM and C3d deposition in the ipsilateral hemisphere, 504 

with or without rehabilitation. Interestingly, rehabilitation alone resulted in a mild but significant 505 

decrease in IgM and C3d deposition (Figure 6c,d). We also assessed the extent of astrogliotic 506 

scarring using GFAP staining for astrocytosis and Mac2 (Galectin-3) staining for proliferating 507 

microglia/macrophages. The extent of astrogliotic scarring in the different groups reflected the 508 

extent of IgM and C3d deposition (Figure 6e-g). CR2fH significantly reduced astrocytic and 509 

microglia/macrophage activation in the infracted hemisphere, whereas rehabilitation alone had a 510 

more modest effect on astrogliotic scarring 15 days after injury (Figure 6e-g). To support and 511 

extend these findings, we performed a high throughout gene expression analysis using a 512 

Nanostring immunology gene panel to investigate genes dysregulated by MCAO and their 513 

alteration by our therapeutic interventions (Figure 7). Using hierarchical clustering and PCA 514 

analysis of differentially expressed genes, we demonstrated that following MCAO, vehicle 515 

treated animals had a unique signature of upregulated immunology related genes (Figure 7a,b). 516 

As assessed by Gene Ontology enrichment analysis, genes upregulated by MCAO belong to 517 

the biological processes of: 1. interferon-gamma signaling required for cell-mediated response 518 

and microglia/macrophage activation, 2. cell adhesion and migration, and 3. complement 519 

activation (Figure 7c). Rehabilitation, CR2fH treatment, and combined therapy normalized the 520 

majority of gene signatures to a sham-like profile (Figure 7a,b,d). Rehabilitation alone 521 

significantly reduced the expression of genes involved in complement activation (C3), apoptosis 522 

(caspases 1 and 3), microglial and monocyte activation (Cxcl12, Ccl2), inflammatory cell 523 
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activation (Cd24, Cd36, Tcf7), and cellular adhesion (Icam1), and significantly upregulated the 524 

expression of Ctla4 that is involved in negative regulation of immune cell activation (Figure 7e). 525 

PCA analysis showed that gene expression in the infarcted hemisphere of CR2fH and 526 

CR2fH+rehabilitation treated mice had a closer proximity to sham patterns compared to 527 

rehabilitation alone, although rehabilitation alone reversed the upregulation of several MCAO-528 

induced genes (Figure 7d). In fact, reviewing individual gene panels revealed a significant 529 

effect of CR2fH and CR2fH+rehabilitation on reducing the expression of markers of 530 

microglia/macrophage activation (Figure 7f), complement protein C3, and proteins of the ACP 531 

(Figure 7g), indicating that inhibition of ACP by CR2fH interrupts a positive-feedback loop of 532 

complement-mediated inflammation. Network analysis of pathways involved in attraction, 533 

activation and proliferation of microglia and macrophages in the brain revealed that the 534 

combination of rehab and CR2-fH resulted in downregulated expression of the majority of genes 535 

involved in these pathways, an effect that was more prominent than with rehabilitation alone 536 

(Figure 7-1, 7-2, 7-3). This finding, along with the significant feed-forward interaction 537 

mechanism between complement components and cytokines involved in activation of 538 

microglia/macrophages, reveal that treatment with CR2fH alone or CR2fH combined with 539 

rehabilitation, resulted in the interruption of neuroinflammation (Figure 7-1, 7-2, 7-3), which 540 

would otherwise have persisted for weeks after injury as evidenced by the dense cellular 541 

infiltrate in the brain at 15 days after stroke (Figure 6e,f). 542 

 543 

CR2fH removes the brake on neuroregenerative processes after stroke 544 

We next investigated the hypothesis that targeted inhibition of the ACP creates a permissive 545 

environment for spontaneous and rehabilitation-induced regenerative processes. Doublecortin 546 

(Dcx) is a marker of migrating neuroblasts, and we assessed the incorporation of Dcx+ neurons 547 

into the ipsi-infarcted hippocampus 15 days after MCAO.  Both CR2fH treatment and 548 

rehabilitation alone resulted in a higher number of Dcx+ cells in the hippocampus (Figure 8a,b). 549 
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On the other hand, combination therapy resulted in a significantly higher increase in Dcx+ cells 550 

compared to either therapy alone, indicating that CR2fH and rehabilitation are influencing 551 

different cellular mechanisms. We then assessed neural reorganization and plasticity by 552 

analyzing the expression of proteins related to axonal growth (GAP43), dendrites (MAP2) and 553 

synapses (PSD95) at 15 days after MCAO. Stroke resulted in a significant decrease in dendritic 554 

and synaptic density in the perilesional hemisphere (Figure 8c1,2), with a near absence of 555 

axonal growth (Figure 8c1,2). Both rehabilitation and CR2fH individually resulted in increased 556 

synaptic, dendritic and axonal densities in the ipsilateral hemisphere (Figure 8c-f). However, 557 

combination therapy further increased dendritic, axonal and synaptic densities (Figure 8c-f), 558 

and returned densities to levels that are almost comparable to contralateral hemisphere (Figure 559 

8c), although the contralateral hemisphere will also be undergoing reactive degenerative and 560 

regenerative effects. Indeed, combination therapy, as well as individual therapies, also resulted 561 

in increased densities of remodeling and regeneration markers in the contralateral hemisphere 562 

(Figure 8c), although this could be due to the animal participating in bilateral tasks and the 563 

contralateral cortex being more permissive to experience driven plasticity. 564 

To further investigate whether the synergistic effect of combination therapy is related to 565 

CR2fH-mediated reversal of inflammation-induced inhibition of recovery together with 566 

rehabilitation-induced neural remodeling, we co-stained for axonal growth (GAP43, a marker of 567 

regeneration) and astrogliosis (GFAP) (Figure 8g-j). We found that substantial astrogliotic 568 

scarring produced a barrier that seemed to block the growth of GAP43+ fibers into the ischemic 569 

perilesional area, while rehabilitation alone did not affect the extent of scarring but increased the 570 

density of GAP43+ growing axons. On the other hand, CR2fH treatment significantly reduced 571 

astrogliotic scarring, allowing for increased infiltration of growing axons into the perilesional 572 

brain (Figure 8g,h). Combination therapy both reduced the peri-infarct astrogliotic barrier and 573 

increased GAP43 density in the peri-lesional area (Figure 8g,h). Indeed, by tracking the density 574 

of GAP43+ puncta using super-resolution IF microscopy, we found a significant decrease in the 575 
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number of growing axons approaching and traversing the astrogliotic scar in vehicle and 576 

rehabilitation-treated animals. However, CR2fH therapy prevented this decrease in GAP43+ 577 

puncta and allowed for greater neurite outgrowth and uniform neuronal density across the 578 

perilesional brain (Figure 8h,i). Notably, the difference in axonal density in the peri-scarring 579 

region existed despite a comparable neuronal density (Figure 8j). Since TNF-alpha is a major 580 

marker of chronic inflammation in the CNS, and BDNF is a major growth factor involved in 581 

rehabilitation-induced regeneration, we analyzed the levels of these two opposing factors to 582 

further investigate how rehabilitation and CR2fH treatment interact during recovery. 583 

Rehabilitation alone resulted in a mild increase in BDNF levels and no change in TNF-alpha 584 

levels, whereas CR2fH significantly reduced TNF-alpha levels and increased levels of BDNF 585 

(Figure 8k-m). Combined CR2fH treatment and rehabilitation resulted in a similar reduction in 586 

TNF-alpha levels, but there was a more pronounced increase in the level of BDNF (Figure 8k-587 

m), thus supporting the above hypothesis regarding the interplay of a CR2fH effect on 588 

inflammation-induced inhibition of recovery and the effect of rehabilitation on potentiation of 589 

regenerative processes. 590 

 591 

CR2fH acts cooperatively with t-PA therapy to limit acute mortality and improve motor 592 

and cognitive outcomes after embolic stroke 593 

To assess the effect of complement on outcomes after t-PA, we used a microembolic model of 594 

ischemic stroke (Alawieh et al., 2016). Two hours after the administration of emboli, mice were 595 

treated with t-PA, CR2-fH, or a combination of the two reagents. CR2-fH significantly reduced 596 

acute mortality compared to vehicle treatment, but t-PA alone did not significantly affect survival 597 

compared to vehicle (Figure 9a). Examination of the brains extracted at the time of death 598 

showed significant intra-cranial hemorrhage in t-PA treated animals (not shown). Combination of 599 

CR2-fH and t-PA significantly reduced acute mortality and reversed t-PA associated mortality 600 

over 15 days of recovery (Figure 9a). All three treatment groups showed a significant reduction 601 
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of infarct volume compared to vehicle treatment at 15 days after emboli administration; 602 

however, combination therapy resulted in  80% reduction in infarct volume (Figure 9b). Motor 603 

recovery was assessed using daily neurological scoring as well as using the corner task as a 604 

measure of forearm laterality. Both t-PA and CR2-fH single treatments resulted in comparable 605 

reductions in acute neurological deficits compared to vehicle controls, but animals treated with 606 

CR2-fH showed additional improvement in motor recovery during the first 7 days after stroke 607 

compared to animals treated with t-PA alone (Figure 9c). Combination therapy with t-PA and 608 

CR2-fH resulted in a significant reduction in motor deficit compared to individual treatments 609 

(Figure 9c). Corner task revealed that forearm laterality was significantly improved by all three 610 

treatment strategies up to 7 days after stroke; however, only CR2-fH therapy and combination 611 

therapy resulted in a significant sustained improvement compared to vehicle at 14 days after 612 

stroke (Figure 9d).   613 

In both human and experimental stroke, MCA occlusion is associated with cognitive 614 

deficits that include impairment in memory recall after stroke. We used the passive avoidance 615 

task to assess the ability of animals to retain and recall avoidance memory learned before 616 

stroke. Treatment with t-PA, CR2-fH or a combination resulted in a significant increase in 617 

retention of avoidance memory at day 3 after stroke compared to controls (Figure 9e). 618 

However, animals treated with t-PA only were not able to sustain this retention beyond day 3, 619 

and did not show a significant increase in memory retention on days 7 and 14 after stroke 620 

(Figure 9e). CR2-fH therapy and a combination of CR2-fH and t-PA, on the other hand, resulted 621 

in sustained cognitive recovery and significantly higher memory retention compared to controls 622 

at 7 and 14 days after stroke. 623 

 624 

The CR2fH targeting epitope (C3d) is expressed in the ischemic human brain for several 625 

days after stroke 626 
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To address translational potential, we examined the temporal expression of C3d, the CR2fH 627 

targeting ligand, in the human ischemic brain after stroke. Immunofluorescence microscopy 628 

demonstrated both C3d and IgM deposition in the perilesional area of post mortem brain from 3 629 

patients who died from acute stroke. Furthermore, there was a similar pattern of C3d and IgM 630 

deposition in the perilesional area of human and murine brains (Figure 10). The co-localization 631 

of IgM and C3d in human brains after stroke suggests a similar mechanism of IgM-mediated 632 

complement activation after ischemic stroke as has been demonstrated in mice(Elvington et al., 633 

2012). There was continued and robust C3d expression in the perilesional area of human brains 634 

72 h after stroke. 635 

 636 

Discussion 637 

 638 

We investigated the reciprocal interaction between complement activation on the one hand, and 639 

neurorehabilitation and t-PA therapy on the other, during recovery after ischemic stroke. We 640 

show that rehabilitation reduces complement activation after stroke while enhancing 641 

regeneration and remodeling, and that complement inhibition significantly enhances 642 

regenerative effects in a well-established model of rehabilitation. The effect of rehabilitation on 643 

complement activation is a component of a mild, albeit significant effect of rehabilitation on post-644 

stroke inflammation. However, a stronger and synergistic effect on long-term functional recovery 645 

after stroke was found with combined complement inhibition and rehabilitation. This effect can 646 

be explained by the fact that complement inhibition reduces neuronal loss, blocks chronic 647 

inflammation, and may render the microenvironment more sensitive to activity-dependent 648 

regeneration and remodeling. The coordinated interaction between rehabilitation and 649 

complement inhibition was bidirectional, such that rehabilitation therapy extended the post-650 

stroke window of efficacy of CR2fH, resulting in near maximal recovery even when CR2fH was 651 

administered 24 h after MCAO. In parallel, CR2fH improved the response to rehabilitation 652 
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therapy. Finally, we demonstrated that the safety and efficacy profile of t-PA therapy, the only 653 

FDA approved treatment for stroke, can be favorably altered with complement inhibition by 654 

reducing t-PA associated hemorrhage, and potentiating the neuroprotective effects of t-PA 655 

therapy.  656 

Only a few studies have documented an anti-inflammatory effect of enriched 657 

rehabilitation (Ruscher et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2013). We show here that rehabilitation can 658 

modulate the expression of several pro-inflammatory genes, including complement genes, and 659 

can reduce complement deposition and inflammatory cell activation in the brain. Nevertheless, 660 

the anti-inflammatory effects of rehabilitation alone are mild compared to the effect of localized 661 

complement inhibition, and are not sufficient to stop the evolution of neuroinflammation after 662 

stroke. We show that CR2fH inhibits the initiation and propagation of post-stroke 663 

neuroinflammation, increases neuronal reserve available for engagement in the restoration of 664 

function, and lifts an inflammation-induced brake on regenerative responses. The cooperative 665 

interaction between complement modulation and rehabilitation, especially on regenerative 666 

processes, can be explained by the fact that CR2fH and rehabilitation influence different cellular 667 

processes (illustrated in Figure 11).  668 

While the role of complement in acute stroke has been well studied (Mocco et al., 2006; 669 

Huang et al., 1999), relatively few studies have investigated how complement modulates 670 

chronic outcomes, and unexplored is how the complement system and rehabilitation therapy 671 

interact to shape post stroke recovery. Spontaneous and rehabilitation-induced functional 672 

recovery depends on many factors, including the extent and location of injury (Byblow et al., 673 

2015) and the brain’s ability to form new neurons or reorganize existing neural connections 674 

(Gauthier et al., 2012; Pekna et al., 2012). Limiting lesion size, up-regulating neurogenesis, and 675 

enhancing post-stroke neural plasticity can greatly reduce functional deficits in animal models, 676 

and these factors may play a role in the efficacy of rehabilitation-induced recovery of cognitive 677 

and motor abilities(Murphy and Corbett, 2009; Gauthier et al., 2012). Thus, efforts to reduce 678 
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neuronal loss in combination with enhancing post-stroke neural remodeling and neural plasticity 679 

provide a promising means to potentiate functional recovery. Notably, strategies aimed at 680 

blunting the inflammatory response after stroke by depleting microglia or astrocytes have shown 681 

increased injury due to the beneficial homeostatic roles of these cells(Li et al., 2008; Szalay et 682 

al., 2016). Compared to other strategies, a unique advantage of acutely inhibiting complement 683 

amplification is that pathologic microglial and astrocyte activation is interrupted without affecting 684 

subsequent homeostatic activity required for recover. Gene expression analysis demonstrated 685 

that CR2-fH significantly downregulated several inflammatory pathways, but specifically 686 

inhibited genes involved in activation, attraction and proliferation of immune cells and microglia 687 

on day 5, which was associated with significant reduction in microgliosis and astrocytosis at 15 688 

days. Acute administration of CR2-fH also inhibited the propagation of ACP activation on day 15 689 

after stroke, past when we would expect the inhibitor to still be present. This further supports our 690 

findings that acute complement activation initiates a self-amplification feed-forward mechanism 691 

of sustained activation that is associated with persistent inflammatory and neurodegenerative 692 

changes. Acute inhibition of complement activation was not only associated with reduced 693 

inflammation and neuronal loss, but with potentiated regenerative mechanism including 694 

increased neurogenesis and migration of neuroblasts, enhanced axonal sprouting in the 695 

perilesional brain and enhanced synaptic density, all features that support a favorable 696 

environment for rehabilitation and recovery. Prior work has demonstrated that complement C3a 697 

can promote increased synaptic and axonal growth after stroke if administered after 1 week of 698 

injury (Stokowska et al., 2017); however, our findings demonstrate that inhibition of 699 

complement-induced neuroinflammation acutely can dis-inhibit synaptic and axonal remodeling 700 

in the sub-acute and chronic phase. These findings emphasize the different roles that 701 

complement activation products can assume at different time windows after stroke with respect 702 

to injury versus repair, and is reminiscent of proposed biphasic responses of other immune 703 

mechanisms after stroke (Lo, 2008).  704 
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The only two FDA approved complement inhibitors (anti-C5 mAb and C1 esterase 705 

inhibitor), and nearly all complement inhibitors currently under investigation, systemically inhibit 706 

complement. This is a potential problem for those at risk of infection, such as stroke patients. 707 

Complement also has various important homeostatic and physiological functions, and additional 708 

concerns regarding the use of systemic complement inhibition relate to efficacy and 709 

biodistribution. An important feature of the current complement inhibition strategy is the 710 

targeting of complement inhibition to the site of complement deposition and injury, a strategy we 711 

have shown obviates the need for systemic complement inhibition and does not affect 712 

susceptibility to infection(Atkinson et al., 2005). The construct also specifically inhibits only the 713 

ACP, and permits residual complement activation driven by the classical and lectin pathway, 714 

which may contribute to immune and reparatory processes. In fact, our previous data on 715 

subacute measures after stroke demonstrated that inhibition of all complement activation 716 

pathways is not protective past the acute phase(Alawieh et al., 2015b). Of note, a humanized 717 

version of CR2fH (TT30) has been shown to be safe and nonimmunogenic in humans (Storek et 718 

al., 2015) . 719 

In earlier studies using a rabbit model of thromboembolic stroke, data indicated that tPA 720 

activates complement since tPA administration, with or without ischemic stroke, reduced plasma 721 

complement hemolytic activity (Bednar et al., 1997). In a follow up study, however, it was 722 

concluded that complement was not a primary contributor to injury in this rabbit model of stroke, 723 

since complement depletion did not affect infarct size (Lew et al., 1999). More recently, Zhao et 724 

al. (Zhao et al., 2017) demonstrated that t-PA administration following murine stroke induced by 725 

intraluminal filament exacerbated complement activation and increased C3a release, and that 726 

C3a receptor blockade ameliorated t-PA dependent edema and hemorrhage. In this previous 727 

study, t-PA was administered after reperfusion (after filament withdrawal), and motor and 728 

cognitive assessments were not made beyond 24 h of treatment. 729 
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We show that a combination of complement inhibition by site-targeted inhibition of the 730 

ACP and t-PA therapy does not increase the risk of t-PA associated hemorrhage. On the 731 

contrary, combination of complement inhibition and t-PA reduced t-PA associated mortality and 732 

resulted in additive effects on both motor and cognitive long-term recovery after stroke. This 733 

indicates that the mechanisms of neuroprotection engaged by t-PA and CR2-fH are distinct. 734 

Thrombolytic therapy reduces the extent of damage in the ischemic penumbra by restoring 735 

blood supply to the parenchyma, whereas CR2-fH inhibits neuroinflammatory mechanisms that 736 

propagate damage in the ischemic penumbra. Further investigation of the interplay between 737 

complement inhibition and t-PA therapy will be required to assess the pathophysiology of this 738 

interaction. 739 

From a translational standpoint, almost every preclinical neuroprotective treatment for 740 

stroke has failed when brought to clinical trials. Potential reasons for this include: treatments 741 

given too early in preclinical models, which does not translate to the clinical situation; a focus on 742 

acute outcomes that do not account for chronic recovery; lack of account for gender and age-743 

related effects; a focus on gray matter injury without accounting for white matter injury; no 744 

comparison of rehabilitation-induced and spontaneous recovery; lack of investigation of 745 

interaction with thrombolytic therapy. All of these points are addressed in the current study, and 746 

for each we report a positive outcome following a single administration of a site-targeted 747 

inhibitor of the ACP. Also, there is growing consensus that there is a need is for multi-target, 748 

multi-pathway acting therapeutics that can selectively target injurious mechanisms, and in this 749 

context, the complement system plays a central role in inflammation and modulates multiple 750 

pathways and inflammatory mediators.  751 

Looking forward, it will be important to better understand the detailed timeline of 752 

engagement of inflammatory and regenerative mechanisms, and how delivery of complement 753 

inhibitors may alter this timeline. Such studies will help determine the precise role of 754 
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complement activation products in cerebral remodeling during long-term recovery, and allow the 755 

design of an optimal approach for complement inhibitory therapy. 756 

  757 
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Figure legends 892 

 893 

Figure 1. CR2fH treatment reduced intracranial hemorrhage and infarct acutely after 894 

stroke. (a) The percentage of animals dying within 24 h of stroke who had intracranial 895 

hemorrhage between vehicle and CR2fH treated animals. Population proportion statistic, 896 

**P<0.01. (b) CR2fH treatment and fB deficiency significantly reduce hemoglobin content in the 897 

ipsilateral hemisphere 12 hours after MCAO compared to vehicle. One-way ANOVA, Dunnett’s 898 

multiple comparisons. n = 4/group ***P<0.001.  (c) Representative images of Nissl stained brain 899 

sections showing peri-infarct intracerebral hemorrhage in vehicle controls but not in CR2fH 900 

treated animals (90 min post-MCAO administration). (d,e) C3a and C5a ELISAs showing a 901 

significant reduction of MCAO-induced C3a and C5a generation by CR2fH treatment (90 min 902 

post-MCAO administration) or fB deficiency 24 hours after MCAO. One-way ANOVA, Tukey’s 903 

multiple comparisons. n = 4/group ****P<0.0001, **P<0.01. (f) Correlation of hemoglobin 904 

content in the ipsilateral hemisphere with C3a levels (blue line, Pearson’s correlation r2=0.800, 905 

p<0.001) and C5a levels (red line, Pearson’s correlation r2=0.5071, P<0.001).  (g) Both CR2fH 906 

treatment and fB deficiency significantly reduced acute infarct volume quantified from TTC-907 

stained 2mm-thick brain slices at 24 h after stroke. (h) Mortality after MCAO and randomization 908 

to rehab or regular housing. Kaplan-Meyer curve showing no significant difference between the 909 

groups. N=21 (vehicle), 16 (rehab), 12 (CR2fH), and 12 (CR2fH+rehab). 910 

 911 

Figure 2. CR2-fH treatment, but not rehabilitation (Enriched Environment + skilled 912 

handling), significantly reduced infarct size and scarring after MCAO. (a) Representative 913 

T2-weighted MRI images at days 4 and 14 after MCAO showing large hyper-intense lesions in 914 

vehicle and rehabilitation animals, compared to CR2fH treated animals with or without 915 

rehabilitation therapy. (b) Quantification of (a) showing significant reduction of hyper-intense 916 

lesion volume with CR2fH treatment compared to vehicle. Rehabilitation alone resulted in 917 
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minimal reduction in lesion volume, which did not reach statistical significance. Kruskal-Wallis 918 

test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons. n = 6 (vehicle), 8 (CR2fH). *P <0.05. **P <0.01. (c) 919 

Representative Nissl stained brains showing secondary injury and scarring in the ipsilateral 920 

hemisphere 15 days after MCAO that was inhibited by acute CR2fH therapy. (c1): Nissl stained 921 

brain slices, (c2) 3D-rendering of lesion (in red) on a brain showing the location of cortex 922 

(yellow), basal ganglia (green), white matter (grey), and hippocampus (blue). (d) Quantification 923 

of lesion volume confirming histologically that CR2fH reduces secondary scarring 15 days after 924 

MCAO, with minimal contribution of rehabilitation therapy alone to reduced scarring. One-way 925 

ANVOA with Bonferroni’s. n = 8/group. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. (e) Representative diffusion 926 

weighted MRI images (DTI), and diffusion kurtosis Imaging (DKI), showing that CR2-fH reduced 927 

Mean Diffusivity (MD) and increased Mean Kurtosis (MK) in the ipsilateral basal ganglia and 928 

hippocampus at day 4 after MCAO. (f) Quantification of (e) using 3 regions of interests (ROIs) 929 

drawn over the cortex, hippocampus, and basal ganglia both ipsilaterally and contralaterally. 930 

Shown in (e) are contralateral ROIs. Rations of ipsilateral to contralateral MDs and MKs are 931 

compared. Two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni’s. n = 6 (vehicle), 8 (CR2fH). *P<0.05, **P<0.01, 932 

***P<0.001.  933 

 934 

Figure. 3. Combination of CR2fH treatment and rehabilitation therapy resulted in faster 935 

and more pronounced motor recovery 15 days after MCAO. (a) Overview of the 936 

experimental design. Survival curve for different groups is shown in Figure 1h. (b) CR2fH 937 

administered 90 min after ischemia with or without rehabilitation resulted in significant and 938 

sustained improvement in neurological deficit over 15 days of recovery compared to vehicle or 939 

rehabilitation therapy alone. Compared to CR2fH alone, the CR2fH with rehabilitation group 940 

exhibited significantly faster recovery during the first week after MCAO. Two-way ANOVA, 941 

Bonferroni. n = 11-21/group (Individual n shown in 2e). *P<0.05. ***P<0.001. (c,d) CR2fH also 942 

improved recovery of functional deficits when administered 6 h (c) or 24 h (d) after MCAO. (e) 943 
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Comparison of neurological deficits at day 15 after injury showing that CR2fH significantly 944 

improved long-term functional recovery compared to vehicle, and that when combined with 945 

rehabilitation more pronounced recovery is observed. Comparisons made against vehicle group. 946 

Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons. ns: not significant. *P<0.05. ***P<0.001. 947 

****P<0.0001. (f) Pair-wise comparison of functional recovery between days 2 and 15 across 948 

the different groups showing that despite significant acute improvement achieved with CR2fH 949 

alone as compared to vehicle, combination of CR2fH with rehabilitation, but not CR2fH or 950 

rehabilitation alone, resulted in more pronounced recovery beyond the acute phase (between 951 

days 2 and 15). Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni. n =11-21/group. *P<0.05. ***P<0.001. (g) 952 

Among animals treated with rehabilitation, animals co-treated with CR2fH showed significantly 953 

more interaction with the enriched environment compared to vehicle treated animals at day 3, 954 

but not day 10 after MCAO. Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni. n = 16 (vehicle), 12 (CR2fH 955 

90min), 7 (CR2fH 6 and 24 h). *P<0.05.*** P<0.001. (h,i) During the first week of recovery, 956 

CR2fH (90 min) alone or with rehabilitation significantly reduced forelimb asymmetry on corner 957 

test (h) and increased open field locomotor activity (i) compared to vehicle. Combination 958 

treatment has the largest effect on both tasks at any time point. No difference among groups 959 

was seen in the percent time spent at center, thus controlling for potential difference in anxiety 960 

levels between the groups (j). Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni. n = 21 (vehicle), 16 (rehab), 12 961 

(CR2fH+/-rehab). *P<0.05. **P<0.01. ***P<0.001. (k-m) On pasta handling task, animals treated 962 

with rehabilitation, CR2fH or CR2fH+rehabilitation showed signs of improvement in time to eat, 963 

compared to vehicle (k), but improvement in unilateral handling and number of adjustments was 964 

only significant in CR2fH, with or without rehabilitation animals, compared to vehicle controls. 965 

Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni. n = 8/group. *P<0.05. **P<0.01. ***P<0.001.  966 

 967 

Figure 4. Improvement in cognitive performance after MCAO with rehabilitation, CR2fH, 968 

and combination therapy. (a-c) CR2-fH treatment alone or in combination with rehabilitation 969 
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significantly improved spatial learning (days 9-11 after MCAO) and retention of learned memory 970 

(day 15 post-MCAO) compared to vehicle controls, as assessed by the total path length before 971 

reaching the target hole (a) or the number of error pokes (c). Co-treatment with CR2fH and 972 

rehabilitation also reduced path length and number of errors significantly compared to 973 

rehabilitation alone during learning. At the retention phase, rehabilitation alone showed 974 

significant improvement in both measures compared to vehicle, whereas CR2fH with 975 

rehabilitation was significantly better than CR2fH alone. Statistical results of retention day are 976 

displayed. Two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni. n = 8/group. *P<0.05. ***P<0.001. Results of multiple 977 

comparisons: Day 8: no significant difference between groups. Day 9: vehicle vs. CR2fH: 978 

P<0.05. vehicle vs. CR2fH+ rehabilitation: P<0.001; Rehabilitation or CR2fH vs. CR2fH+ 979 

rehabilitation: P<0.01.   Day 10: vehicle vs. CR2fH: P<0.001; all groups compared to CR2fH+ 980 

rehabilitation: P<0.001. Day 11: vehicle vs. CR2fH: P<0.05; all groups compared to CR2fH+ 981 

rehabilitation: P<0.001. Day 15: displayed on graph. (d) Passive avoidance task revealed that 982 

animals treated with CR2fH, with or without rehabilitation, have better memory retention (longer 983 

time to enter the shock chamber) compared to vehicle and rehabilitation alone starting 7 days 984 

after MCAO. At both 7 and 14 days after injury, CR2fH was significantly better than 985 

rehabilitation alone. Rehabilitation alone was significantly better than vehicle, but combination 986 

therapy was significantly superior to all other groups. Two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni. n = 8/group. 987 

*P<0.05. **P<0.01. ***P<0.001. (e) Principle component analysis of the performance on the 988 

different motor and cognitive tasks displayed in figure 2 and 3 (see methods) showed that 3 989 

principle components (PC1-PC3) can explain 99.2% of the variance. Individual animal data 990 

including shams were plotted against the 3 PCs showing that CR2fH combined with 991 

rehabilitation was most efficient at bringing the animals closer to sham compared to either single 992 

therapy. (f) PCA analysis performed only on motor (right) or cognitive tasks (left) indicate that 993 

the effect of rehabilitation was more pronounced on cognitive rather than motor tasks. Two 994 

principal components explaining around 90% of the variance were plotted. 995 
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 996 

Figure 5. CR2fH (administered 90 min after MCAO) is also protective in female mice and 997 

aged male mice (14 months old). (a) CR2fH alone or in combination with rehabilitation 998 

significantly reduced neurological deficits in aged mice compared to vehicle; however, only 999 

CR2fH with rehabilitation was significantly better compared to rehabilitation only (p<0.05). Two-1000 

way ANOVA, Bonferroni. n = 7/group. *p<0.05. **P<0.01. (b) Survival was significantly improved 1001 

by CR2fH with or without rehabilitation in aged animals after MCAO. Experiments were 1002 

terminated at day 10 due to loss of all vehicle controls. Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test. n = 7/group. 1003 

*P<0.05. (c,d) CR2fH improved neurological deficits and survival of adult female mice through 1004 

15 days after MCAO. (c) Two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni.  n = 7/group. *P<0.05. **P<0.01. (d) 1005 

Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test. n = 7/group. P = 0.057. 1006 

 1007 

Figure 6. CR2fH treatment blocks a robust inflammatory response that otherwise 1008 

propagates to the chronic phase after MCAO. (a,b) A sustained neuroinflammatory response 1009 

manifested by C3d and IgM deposition 15 days after MCAO was inhibited by a single acute 1010 

administration of CR2fH (90 min after MCAO). Shown in (a) are the lesion locations, and in (b) 1011 

the different treatment groups. Green: IgM. Red: C3d. Blue: DAPI. (c,d) Quantification of for IgM 1012 

(c) and C3d (d) deposition, showing that CR2fH significantly reduced deposition of both markers 1013 

on the inflamed ipsilateral endothelium. Rehabilitation alone resulted in a modest but significant 1014 

reduction in IgM and C3d deposition by 15 days after MCAO. ANOVA with Bonferroni’s. n = 5 1015 

animals (4 fields per animal chosen from the peri-infarct lesion). *P<0.05. ****P<0.0001. (e) 1016 

GFAP immunofluorescence staining showing extensive astrogliosis in the peri-infarct area 15 1017 

days after MCAO that was significantly inhibited by CR2fH therapy alone, but not by 1018 

rehabilitation alone. (f) Mac2 immunofluorescence staining showing extensive gliosis and 1019 

proliferation of M1-polarized (inflammatory type microglia/macrophages) in the peri-lesional area 1020 

of vehicle and rehabilitation animals, and that was significantly inhibited by CR2fH therapy. (g) 1021 
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Quantification of (e) and (f) showing that despite the fact that CR2fH more robustly reduced 1022 

astrocytosis and microgliosis, rehabilitation nevertheless has a milder through significant effect 1023 

on reducing inflammatory phenotype 15 days after stroke. ANOVA with Bonferroni’s. n = 5 1024 

animals (3 fields per animal). *P<0.05. **P<0.01. ***P<0.001.  1025 

 1026 

Figure 7. Gene expression analysis of the impact of CR2-fH and rehabilitation on 1027 

immune-related genes in the ipsilateral hemisphere 5 days after stroke.  (a) Clustergram of 1028 

differentially expressed genes on Nanostring Immunology gene expression assay with a P<0.05 1029 

on at least one comparison. A detailed network of gene expression changes is provided in 1030 

Extended Data Figures 7-1, 7-2, and 7-3. (b) Principle component analysis of differentially 1031 

expressed genes showing PC1-PC3 that explain 69% of the variance. (c) Enrichment analysis 1032 

of GO biological processes enriched in genes that are significantly upregulated in MCAO vs. 1033 

sham animals. Enrichment statistics performed through PANTHER (Mi et al., 2016). Processes 1034 

with p<0.0001 are displayed. (d) Clustergram of genes significantly upregulated or significantly 1035 

downregulated in rehabilitation compared to vehicle (p<0.05). (e) Pie charts showing the 1036 

distribution of genes dysregulated by MCAO according to their changes by the different 1037 

treatment categories. (f, g) Gene expression panels of genes involved in microglial/macrophage 1038 

activation (f) and complement activation (g). Two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni. n = 5/group. 1039 

*P<0.05.   1040 

 1041 

Figure 8. CR2fH removes the brake on regenerative mechanisms promoting the outcome 1042 

of rehabilitation therapy. (a) Dcx immunostaining of perilesional hippocampi quantified in (b) 1043 

showing a significant increase in the number of neuroblasts migrating to the ipsilateral 1044 

hippocampus 15 days after injury with rehabilitation, CR2fH treatment, or combination therapy. 1045 

However, combination of CR2fH and rehabilitation showed a more robust increase in Dcx+ cells 1046 

compared to either single intervention. ANOVA. N = 6 animals (2 fields each). ***P<0.001. (c-f) 1047 
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Immunostaining for markers of regeneration and remodeling, including dendritic arborization 1048 

(MAP2), synaptic density (PSD-95), and axonal growth (GAP-43) of full brain slices showing 1049 

that a combination of CR2fH and rehabilitation resulted in the most pronounced and significant 1050 

increase in dendritic and axonal growth to the peri-lesional area with subsequent increase in 1051 

synaptic density. Significant increase in regenerative markers was also seen in CR2fH treated 1052 

animals (all three marker) and in rehabilitation only animals (MAP2, and PSD95). ANOVA. Full 1053 

hemispheres quantified. *P<0.05. **P<0.01. ***P<0.001. Heat map shows mean luminescence. 1054 

(g) Co-staining for GAP-43 and GFAP showing that robust astrogliosis inhibits the regrowth of 1055 

regenerating (GAP-43+) axons into the perilesional area. CR2fH significantly reduced 1056 

astrogliotic scarring resulting in increased GAP-43 infiltration to peri-lesional brain, whereas 1057 

CR2fH in combination with rehabilitation further increased the levels of GAP-43 in the peri-1058 

lesional areas. Rehabilitation only animals showed limited GAP43 increase that was still blocked 1059 

by astrogliosis. (h) Quantification of GAP-43 density in the peri-lesional area showing that 1060 

vehicle and rehabilitation animals showed a significant reduction in GAP43 density surrounding 1061 

the areas of astrogliosis, as compared to CR2fH, with or without rehabilitation. P<0.01 1062 

comparing vehicle or rehabilitation to CR2fH with or without rehabilitations at locations -2 to 3. 1063 

Two-way ANOVA. N = 3/group. (i) Representative 3D-rendered fields from (h) at different 1064 

positions relative to the astrogliotic scar. (j) Notable reduction in GAP43 was observed near the 1065 

areas of astrogliosis in vehicle-treated animals despite comparable neuronal density across the 1066 

boundaries of the scar (Neurotrace, cyan). (k) Representative western blots showing levels of 1067 

neuronal growth factor (BDNF) and Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) across the different 1068 

groups. (l) Both CR2fH and rehabilitation alone resulted in a significant increase in the levels of 1069 

BDNF in the ipsilateral hemisphere compared to vehicle. However, combination therapy 1070 

resulted in a more robust and significant increase compared to either single intervention. 1071 

ANOVA. n = 6/group. *P<0.05. ***P<0.001. (m) Rehabilitation did not influence the levels of 1072 
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TNF-alpha. However, CR2fH, with or without rehabilitation, significantly reduced the levels of 1073 

TNF-α compared to rehabilitation or vehicle groups. ANOVA. n = 5/group. **P<0.01. ***P<0.001.  1074 

 1075 

Figure 9. CR2fH acts cooperatively with t-PA to reduce mortality and improve outcomes 1076 

after embolic stroke. (a) Kaplan-Meyer curve of post-stroke survival showing a significant 1077 

reduction in mortality in animals treated with CR2-fH or co-treated with CR2-fH and t-PA 1078 

compared to vehicle treatment. Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test. N = 10-14/group. *P <0.05. (b) 1079 

Infarct volume was assessed using Nissl staining of serially cut brain sections 200 μm apart. T-1080 

PA, CR2-fH, and the combination significantly reduced infarct volume compared to vehicle. 1081 

Combination of CR2-fH and t-PA resulted in the most profound effect in reducing infarct volume 1082 

compared to single therapies. One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons. N = 1083 

6/group. *P <0.05. **P <0.01. ***P <0.001. (c) Neurological deficit, assessed daily starting 6 h 1084 

after high dose emboli, showed a significant additive effect of CR2-fH and t-PA therapy on 1085 

overall deficit after stroke. Repeated-measures two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple 1086 

comparisons. N = 6-8/group. *P <0.05. ***P <0.001. Representative TTC stained sections are 1087 

also shown, with arrows indicating infarcted area. (d) Corner task was used to assess forearm 1088 

laterality compared to baseline laterality before stroke. Similar to neurological deficits, 1089 

combination therapy with CR2-fH and t-PA showed the most robust and sustainable effect in 1090 

reducing deficits over 14 days of recovery compared to vehicle treatment. Two-way ANOVA 1091 

with Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons. N = 6-8/group. *P <0.05. **P <0.01. (e) Passive 1092 

avoidance task was used to assess cognitive recovery after high dose embolic stroke. On day 3 1093 

after emboli administration, animals treated with t-PA, CR2-fH or their combinations showed a 1094 

significant improvement in memory retention (longer latency to enter the dark chamber) 1095 

compared to vehicle controls. This improvement was only maintained at days 7 and 14 after 1096 

stroke in animals treated with CR2-fH and combination therapy, but not t-PA alone. Two-way 1097 

ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons. N = 6-8/group. *P <0.05. **P <0.01. 1098 
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 1099 

Figure 10. Complement and IgM deposition in the ischemic hemisphere of human 1100 

patients who died from acute stroke. (a) Immunofluorescence microscopy showing IgM 1101 

(green) and C3d (red) deposition in the ischemic but not contralateral hemisphere of patients 1102 

who died from acute stroke. HB1: 24 h post stroke, HB2: 24-48 h post-stroke. HB3: 48 h post-1103 

stroke. Blue:DAPI. (b) High resolution 3D-rendering of IgM and C3d deposition showing co-1104 

localization of C3d and IgM in the ischemic penumbra. (c) Pairwise comparisons of C3d and 1105 

IgM deposition in the ipsilateral compare to contralateral hemisphere showing significantly 1106 

higher levels in the ipsilateral hemisphere of acute stroke patients. Pairwise Two-way ANOVA, 1107 

Bonferroni. n = 3. *P<0.05. **P<0.01. 1108 

 1109 

Figure 11. Illustration of the main hypothesis on how complement inhibition and 1110 

rehabilitation interact to affect recovery after stroke. 1111 

  1112 
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Extended Data Figure Legends 1113 

 1114 

Figure 7-1. Gene interaction network showing genes involved in activation, attraction and 1115 

proliferation of microglia that are differentially regulated with rehabilitation. (a-c) Pathway 1116 

interactions were constructed using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA). Genes are distributed by 1117 

sub-cellular localization. Genes that demonstrate a significant decrease in expression with 1118 

rehabilitation are shown in green. Genes that demonstrate a significant increase in expression 1119 

with rehabilitation are shown in red. Only genes with a significant change (Fold change > 1.5, 1120 

and P<0.05 compared to vehicle) are colored. Solid lines denote direct interactions whereas 1121 

dashed lines denote indirect interactions. 1122 

 1123 

Figure 7-2. Gene interaction network showing genes involved in activation, attraction and 1124 

proliferation of microglia that are differentially regulated with CR2fH therapy. (a-c) 1125 

Pathway interactions were constructed using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA). Genes are 1126 

distributed by sub-cellular localization. Genes that demonstrate a significant decrease in 1127 

expression with CR2fH treatment are shown in green. Genes that demonstrate a significant 1128 

increse in expression with CR2fH treatment are shown in red . Only genes with a significant 1129 

change (Fold change > 1.5, and P<0.05 compared to vehicle) are colored. Solid lines denote 1130 

direct interactions whereas dashed lines denote indirect interactions. 1131 

 1132 

Figure 7-3. Gene interaction network showing genes involved in activation, attraction and 1133 

proliferation of microglia that differentially regulated with combination therapy. (a-c) 1134 

Pathway interactions were constructed using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA). Genes are 1135 

distributed by sub-cellular localization. Genes that demonstrate a significant decrease in 1136 

expression with combination treatment are shown in green. Genes that demonstrate a 1137 

significant increase in expression with combination treatment are shown in red. Only genes with 1138 
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a significant change (Fold change > 1.5, and P<0.05 compared to vehicle) are colored. Solid 1139 

lines denote direct interactions whereas dashed lines denote indirect interactions. 1140 

 1141 
























